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Ø  Today we will work on applying all the different ways                 
of defining and characterizing art by looking at                        
the borderline case of street art. 

Nick Riggle starts by reminding us of Arthur Danto’s    
insights about art, in response to Warhol’s Brillo Boxes.  
 

–  “Modernism, through the influence of formal[ism]…,         
had separated art and life by insisting that                         
the significance of art is never relational. 
•  Artistic significance was to be found solely                     

in a work’s [intrinsic] aesthetic…, formal properties,  
•  not its representational, social, metaphorical,                  

or political content.” 

–  Recall that Bell’s formalism denied that         
works were art if their appeal depended on                      
a) moral or narrative content, or                         
b) evocation of non-aesthetic emotions. 

–  “Andy Warhol’s acclaimed Brillo Box, and similar works,       
took this idea to task. 
•  …As a result, art could no longer be distinguished  

from nonart by its [intrinsic] visual properties.” (243) Severini, Gino. (1915)  
Armored Train in Action. 



According to Danto’s new view of art, 
•  “…Artworks, it seemed, could look like, or be, anything. 
•  Even the most banal everyday object could be                                         

‘transfigured’ by appropriately placing it in the artworld. 
–  Such works effectively collapse the formalist distinction                           

between art and the everyday.” 
 

“A consequence of the fact that anything can be art is a proliferation             
of styles, media, movements, and influences – a flood of creative freedom.” 
 

Ø  Danto argues that the Brillo Boxes of 1964 ushered in a ‘post-historical’ era of art, 
•  in which artists are no longer limited to making the kind of work that      

was recognizable as art according to the theories of their time. 

•  E.g., while representational theories were still popular,  
•  an artist could not paint something abstract, because 

abstract work was not recognized as art at the time. 

Ø But now, in the post-historical era of art,  
•  the understanding that an object’s art status doesn’t 

depend upon intrinsic features means that                 
artists can present anything they want to the artworld. 
•  e.g., Yoko Ono is free to say her green apple is art. 



“Less familiar is the fact that there is more than one way                          
to abandon the Modern distinction between art and life.” 
 

•  The post-historical era of art is often characterized as “allowing everyday 
objects and events to enter the museum, gallery, and art-critical conversation.” 
–  [i.e., bringing the commonplace into art institutions and practices.] 

Ø  But “another possibility…is to do just the reverse: weave art into everyday life. 
–  [i.e., bringing art institutions and practices into the commonplace.] 

»  But how would that work? 
»  How could there be an art practice that requires…           

taking art out of the museum, gallery, and private collection                          
– ultimately out of the artworld –                                         
and putting it into the fractured stream of everyday life? 

•  How could there be post-museum art?” (243) 
 

Riggle will argue that street art is a paradigmatic post-historical art form,  
•  which repudiates the distinction between art and life by rejecting        

Modernist conventions which isolated artworks from the everyday. 

–  However, Riggle says that street art is not postmodern,  
•  because it rejects Modernism in a way that is wholly different          

from the way that prototypical postmodern artworks do. 



His initial characterization of street art is: 
 

•  “an intentionally anonymous art practice, 
–  most of whose works are destroyed by nature 

and, often intentionally, by humankind.” 

•  “a practice whose artworks are largely 
disconnected from the artworld because       
their significance hinges on their                 
being outside of that world. 
–  This disconnection impedes the artworld’s 

involvement in the practice and ensures that 
the works enter the museum, gallery,          
and art market only at great, if not total, cost. 

•  “…instead of delighting merely                    
the refined sensibilities of an elite few,              
has the power to engage, effortlessly and 
aesthetically, the masses though its      
manifest creativity, originality,                   
depth of meaning, and beauty.” (243) 



He endeavors to give a more refined definition: 
 

“We have all seen it: graffiti, scribbled names, and murals. 
It is just art placed on the street, where ‘the street’ is taken                          
in a very broad sense to denote, roughly, any urban public space. 

Ø However, this commonsensical definition cannot be right.” 
–  It would seem to include traditional artworks                   

only temporarily located on the street during transport. 
»  But street art’s placement in the street is                   

deliberate, not merely coincidental. 

–  One can’t just add that street art is permanently in the street,  
»  since street art “spans works that are utterly ephemeral 

and relatively enduring.” (244)  
•  e.g., J.A. Harris’ “Inflatables”: bit.ly/1iEyTIK 
•  vs. longer-lasting works by Invader. 
 

–  It’s also “misleading insofar as it suggests that street art        
is made and subsequently placed in the street. 
»  This is true of some works,                                        

but…in many cases, the street is employed                  
in the production of the art.” (ibid.) 

 



Does street art even have to be   
physically in the street? 
 

•  E.g. Blu’s Muto (2008) is a stop-motion 
animation, which uses photographs of 
paintings on street surfaces to create a 
narrative. 
–  The medium of the final work is a 

digital recording, not works left on     
the street: bit.ly/1ioTG28 

•  Invader’s final product “is normally a map 
that details the location of each work”. 
–  These are printed and distributed in the 

‘invaded’ city, and detailed in books 
sold on his website: bit.ly/1YpJRCi 

 

Riggle concludes that  
•  “it cannot be a necessary or    

sufficient condition that street art      
be art-in-the-street.” (245) 

work by Blu in Belgrade, Serbia 

Invader’s  
“Invasion Guides” 



“…A different suggestion is that street art is                                          
art that employs the street as an artistic resource. 

 

–  …One kind of artistic resource is the                                    
physical materials artists use to create their works.” 
•  E.g., street artists use gusts of air from the subway 

vents, walls, sidewalks, pavement, etc. in the    
media of their works. 

–  …Another kind…is the context in which            
the work is displayed. 
•  The street is an artistic resource if it provides a 

context in which work is to be experienced. 

» …perhaps an artwork is street art                               
if and only if its creator                  
uses the street as an artistic resource          
in at least one of these ways. 

Bordalo II. (2014) Owl Eyes.  
(sculpture made from 
 urban scrap & trash) 

Kobra. (2012) Mount Rushmore. 



“This definition gets something right,                 
but it is is too inclusive. 
•  Commercial art uses the street as an  

artistic resource in both senses –  
–  mass stenciling by movie production 

companies, posters, billboards, 
projected advertisements – 

•  …but none of it is street art. 

That an artwork uses the street               
[as an artistic resource] is not sufficient  
for its being street art…                         
but it does seem necessary. 
 

•  Our definition should entail             
the material requirement:  
–  an artwork is street art only if it uses 

the street as an artistic resource. 

•  …artworks that satisfy this requirement 
make a material or artistic use of the 
street.” (245) 



Moreover, “for a work to 
use an artistic resource,  
 

Ø  it is necessary that the 
creator of the work 
intentionally use it in   
the creation of the 
work.” 

 
 

•  When an artist intends to use materials from    
the street, they are committing to the work’s 
ephemerality (impermanence). 

-  “In using the street, artists willingly  
subject their work to all of its many threats 
-- it might be stolen, defaced, destroyed, 
moved, altered, or appropriated. 

-  …they relinquish any claim                    
on the work’s integrity.” (245) 



For much street art, “its meaning is severely 
compromised when removed from the street” 

•  E.g., when viewed in the street, C. Finley’s 
wallpapered dumpsters “reveal that our 
commonplaces need not be so uninviting” 

-  “In contrast, the meaning of an advertisement  
does not change if it is removed from the street. 

 

 

This indicates that, for street art, the artistic use of the street must be 
internal to its significance, that is, it contributes essentially to its meaning.” 
•  “Call this the immaterial requirement:  

–  If a work is street art, then its use of the street is internal to its meaning. 
»  A feature is internal to a work’s meaning if it “would play       

an essential role in any reasonable interpretation” 

Notice that the immaterial requirement implies the material requirement. 
•  If an artistic use of the street is internal to the meaning of a work, then, 

obviously, the work uses the street, so… 

Ø Riggle’s definition of street art: 
»  An artwork is street art if, and only if,                                                   

its material use of the street is internal to its meaning. 
 
 
 

C. Finley, wallpapered dumpsters 



This definition of street art ”implies that street art is likely to be…
illegal, anonymous, ephemeral, highly creative and attractive.” 
 

»  It’s often illegal because its materials are not owned by the 
artist, but rather by the city or other private individuals, 
•  so artistic use of those materialism is vandalism. 

»  Its illegality motivates street artists to remain anonymous. 

»  It is often ephemeral because the materials are likely        
to be destroyed by natural causes, or the work will be 
removed as a response to its being classified as vandalism. 

»  It is often eye-catching, because it needs to                  
attract viewers who aren’t expecting to see art           
outside of a designated ‘artspace’. 

•  To make works “pop out” at passersby,     
their work is often “visually stunning”, 
“examples of extraordinary skill”, and/or 
“highly original and imaginative” (246) 

 
 

instagram of Five Points  
getting whitewashed by the 
building owners (by @jeffcarroll)  

mural by Kobra on West 25th St.,  
visible from the High Line 



“Street art is deeply antithetical to the artworld. 
…for each part of the artworld, street art resists… playing a role in it.” 

•  Street artworks cannot be displayed in traditional museum/gallery spaces, 
otherwise they lose their meaning (resisting the role of artspaces). 

•  The works cannot be sold or owned (resisting art commerce). 
•  The works cannot be properly evaluated in same way that “institutional art” is 

(resisting traditional art criticism).  

–  Riggle notes that “many critics tend to assess street art in terms of                
how such work would fare in a gallery or museum setting.” 

–  As a result the assessments are negative, since street art is by definition       
“bad institutional art” (248) 

–  Street art is especially ill-suited for Modernist criticism solely           
on the basis of formal, aesthetic properties of the work .  

»  Since street art typically gets meaning from its relation                
to its surroundings, formalist/aesthetic criticism                     
misses the point of these artworks. 

»  “Criticism appropriate to street art requires further consideration 
of the work’s meaning, especially the significance of its            
use of the street.” (249) 

 
 



Another way in which street art is “deeply antithetical to the artworld”          
is that it challenges the purpose of designated ‘artspaces’. 
 

•  Street art is “largely ephemeral art that is usually cheap to make,                       
free to experience, and owned and overseen by no one (or rather, everyone). 

•  [In contrast,] Museums often contain art that is extremely expensive                   
(to make and own), costly to experience, and overseen by an elite few. 

•  One reason for visiting a museum…is that              
what is in the museum is supposedly 
sufficiently different from what is outside it – 

•  it is more powerful, full of complex meaning,        
and rewarding than the everyday. 

Ø …But when the everyday includes street art,                        
the reason loses bite. 

 
 

The question ‘What’s the point of going to a museum?’                              
“is especially pressing in the face of a flourishing street art practice.” (249) 

–  Danto (1995) realized that street art puts pressure on artworld institutions to 
explain why their art requires admission fees and professional curation,  

–  while other art does not impose such barriers to art access. 

 

 

Street artist 
Shephard 

Fairey’s 
Obama 
portrait 

welcomed 
into the 

National 
Portrait 
Gallery 



Riggle notes that a lot of people think ‘street art’ is just synonymous with ‘graffiti’. 
•  But street art is a much broader category,  

–  as examples like the Inflatables and Muto make clear. 
/ 

 

But does Riggle’s proper definition of street art exclude graffiti? 
He considers the following argument: 
 
 

1)  Graffiti is illegal writing, usually a pseudonym,                                                    
on a public surface. 

2)  The material use of the street is not essential                                                      
to the meaning of a piece of graffiti. 

3)  Given the definition of street art, then,                                                               
graffiti is not street art. 

•  (An artwork is street art if, and only if,                                                                                           
its material use of the street is internal to its meaning.) 

 
 

Riggle counters that the argument isn’t sound. 
•  1) is false: graffiti is not limited to writing on a surface. 

–  E.g. “throwies” are made with magnetized LED lights);                                    
other tags are made via projectors or sculpture. 

–  Premise 1) only is true of what we might call ‘mere graffiti’ 
 

 
 

metal sculptural  
tag by REVS 

Phase 2 tag on a  
subway car (1972) 



video by Graffiti Research Lab: graffitiresearchlab.com/LED_throwies_WEB.mov 



 
1)  Graffiti is illegal writing, usually a pseudonym, on a public surface. 
2)  The material use of the street is not essential                                                      

to the meaning of a piece of graffiti. 
3)  Given the definition of street art, then,                                                               

graffiti is not street art. 
»  (An artwork is street art if, and only if, its material use          

of the street is internal to its meaning.) 
 

Riggle also argues that 2) is false of a class of works we can call ‘artistic graffiti’, 
•  which is has a distinctive style and “is created with a distinctive attitude          

or intention”. 

Some might argue that “the material use of the street   
is irrelevant to [the meaning of artistic graffiti] because 
it can be anywhere and still mean the same thing” (252) 

•  Riggle says the displacement of artistic graffiti          
would change its meaning,  
•  whenever that graffiti makes                                

a specific use of the street                          
(either a type of space, or a token space). 

Ø E.g. MOMO’s Manhattan Tag:              
bit.ly/1KrIzNA 

 

 
 



“In a sense, all street art is public art…                    
…But to what extent is public art street art?” 
 

Riggle analyzes the example of Richard Serra’s              
site-specific sculpture Tilted Arc. 
 

•  One might argue that Tilted Arc’s use of public space   
is a use of the street, internal to its meaning. 

–  Riggle counters that the use of the plaza isn’t          
a use of the street, because artworld institutions 
sanctioned placement of the work in the plaza. 

–  Tilted Arc effectively “transformed [Federal Plaza] 
into an artspace”. 
•  In contrast, street artworks use public space 

without institutional approval. 
•  They genuinely use the non-artspace               

of the street, instead of using public spaces         
as artspaces. 

•  So Riggle thinks Tilted Arc (and other                 
artworld-approved uses of public spaces) are at best              
bad street art, but better considered not street art at all. 

Serra, Richard. (1981) Tilted Arc. 

public sculpture 
at Lincoln Center  



Riggle concludes that “street art embodies the other response          
to modernism” (‘other’ than postmodernism, that is). 
 

•  What street art & postmodern art have in common is that                         
they both embrace that art is now post-historical:  
–  meaning that art today can look like anything, and not merely           

like the art of a specific era. 

»  But while postmodern art often repudiates the Modern 
era’s ideas of what art has to look like  (e.g., formally 
excellent, skillful, original), 

»  Street art generally continues to value beauty, skill, etc. – 
and instead challenges the Modern era’s ideas about 
where art is supposed to be experienced,  and how it is 
supposed to be made. 

•  Street art teaches us that postmodernism is only 
‘avant-garde’ in a limited way: 
•  they continue to uphold the idea that art 

must be institutionally sanctioned and 
experienced in special artworld contexts. 

 
 

Magritte, René. (1929)  
La Trahison des Images. 



Riggle has explained what street art is…but what makes it art? 
Ø  Under which of the theories of art we have considered is street art art? 

–  representational? (Does all street art mimic the natural world?) 

–  expressivist? (Does all street art express emotions?) 

–  formalist? (Does all street art exhibit significant form?) 

–  institutional? (Is all street art accepted by the artworld?) 

–  historical narrative? (Can street art be identified as art by providing a 
historical narrative tying it to art traditions?) 

–  cluster concept? (Do all street artworks satisfy an array of the criteria            
that count towards an object’s qualification as art?) 

If you intuitively accept that street art is art,  
Ø  then it is a merit of any views according to which street art is art                              

that they deliver the same verdict about street art that your intuitions do. 
 

Likewise if you intuitively reject street art as art: 
Ø  whichever views that exclude street art from qualifying should                         

have that count in their favor for you. 


